Three Waters Reform
Update to Council – 28 April 2022
Chief Executive

What has happened so far?
• Volunteered to par-take in RFI process, entered
into MOU, received funding
• Provided feedback to DIA on 4 entity proposal,
including survey results from WDC Community
• Reforms mandated by Minister in October 2021
• Government has established a National
Transition Unit by July 2024


People & Workforce Discovery Request – complete



Data & Digital Discovery Request – in progress



AMOS workstream is establishing

Agreement overview

The Three Waters Programme
The Three Waters Reform Programme has
three key pou, or pillars:
• Establishment of a dedicated water
service regulator, Taumata Arowai;

Established

• Regulatory reforms outlined in the Water
Services Act; and

Established

• Reforms to water delivery services
o

Four Water Services Entities

o

Economic Regulation

DIA working on Water Services Entities
Bill National Transition Unit (NTU)
created
MBIE

https://www.dia.govt.nz/three-watersreform-programme-about-the-reformprogramme
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Agreement overview

DIA / Council Engagement
The Minister is ultimately accountable for
the Transition and has put in place two
parties that will be responsible

Minister

Councils

National Transition
Unit

Council CEO’s

• The National Transition Unit (NTU)
• Four Local Establishment Entities (LEE)
Councils remain accountable for delivering
Water Services throughout the Transition
period

Local Establishment
Entity (Entity X)
Which becomes
Water Service Entity

There is a lot of activity taking place with limited resources. We need to transition together to make
sure we look after our people and our community
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Agreement overview

Programme
To be operational by July 2024 progress needs to be now on some activities.

Before June 2022
• Investment Decision
Framework
• Asset Information Collation
& Cleansing
• Confirm the System of
Record
• Staff transition protocols
and procedures adopted and
wellbeing and engagement
processes established

Before June
2023

Before June
2024

• Draft AMP and
Funding & Pricing
Plan
• Design the WSE
organisations and
roles

• Finalise AMP and
F&PP including
consultation
• Systems up and
running
• Staff transfer
processes,
recruitment,
training and
resourcing
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Transition Operating Model

National
Workstreams

National Transition Unit (NTU)
Local Establishment Entity

(LEE)
1. Pre-LEE, NTU supports the formation
of a Local Transition Team with
councils in each entity area. Once LEE
established primary responsibility for
the Local Transition Team transfers
over/gets absorbed

Councils in Entity X

There will be compensation for
those who are substantially
engaged in non-BAU work.

(accountability)

National
Working
Groups

5. National Working
Groups are set up by
Workstream Leads to work
on National Transition
Activities.

Local Working Group 2

Local Working Group 3

Councils release staff to
participate in the Local Working
Groups.

4. Transition Reference
Groups are advisory bodies
that provide advice at the
request of the NTU
Workstream leads. These
are a “testing ground” for
critical feedback on the
Transition.

Local Transition
Team

Local Working Group 1

2. Local Transition Team forms
Local Working Groups
consisting of subject matter
experts

Transition
Reference
Groups
(National)

Local Working Group 4
Local Working Group 5
Local Working Group n

Ensure delivery of
BAU water services

3. National Workstreams leads
engage with Local Working
Groups who are accountable to
the NTU where their role is to
deliver on Transition outcomes
Strong focus on local
collaboration and local ownership
of the work.

Councils can release staff
to work on these working
groups and will be
compensated where their
role is significant.

NTU & Workstreams – What are they?
• NTU = National Transition Unit, unit of DIA coordinating nationwide approach
• Workstreams
• People & Workforce
• AMOS (Asset Management, Operations, Stormwater)
• Data & Digital
• Finance & Corporate Services
• Commercial & Legal

Agreement overview

Programme
The focus for 2022 is
• Building relationships and forming teams
• Establishing Local Transition Teams, Transition Reference Groups and Working Groups
• Getting time critical activities underway
• Completing discovery and moving into design

Jan to Mar
• Engagement
• Establish Teams
• Treasury Funding
Drawdown

Q2

Q3

Q4

• Operating Blueprint
• Day 1 (2024)
functional capabilities
• Transformation
Strategy

Establishment Entity
CEO appointments

Establishment Entity
Senior Management
Appointed

Frameworks in place
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Agreement overview

DIA Offers of Support
We know resources are tight and so we’re
putting in place some support to mitigate
this

Backfill – W/G
Welfare &
Retention

• Establish Local Transition Teams with
resources to support
• Create Working Groups at a National
and Local level and fund the backfill of
resource where appropriate
• Provide councils with financial and
human resources to support
participation
• Reduce the burden for Councils by
removing non-critical activities

• For Resources
substantially
involved in W/G

Backfill - Support
• To support transition
participation

Support from
within the entity

Reducing the
burden

Support Decision
Making
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Communities 4 Local Democracy – Current Status
• The 31 Partner Councils of Communities 4 Local Democracy representing 1.4 million people, came
together to work collectively to find a better way to achieve the health and environmental outcomes
that we all desire.
• It is our view that the Government should be specifying the required health and environmental
policy outcomes but it should not be micro-designing how to achieve those outcomes.
• The obligation should be on council asset owners, working, partnering, and co-designing with mana
whenua, to structure and operate their assets to achieve those outcomes, with clearly understood
consequences if they do not.
• This approach would better support local voice and protect community property rights.
• The current set of proposals do not achieve that goal. Opposition parties have publicly committed to
repeal them if they become Government. Public polling continues to show widespread dissatisfaction
with the proposed set of reforms.
• However, if the Government were open to our alternative approach, Communities 4 Local
Democracy would champion that approach standing alongside the Government.
• It is a way to achieve a durable and bipartisan regulatory framework.

Communities 4 Local Democracy – Current Status
• The 3 Waters sector has substantial room for improved performance
• A key contributing factor to this state of affairs is a poor regulatory framework governing water
quality (health and environmental)
• The Government should encourage (but not direct) aggregation and improved governance over 3
Waters service delivery
• The performance of the three-waters sector would substantially improve by using an approach that:
• i. rigorously enforces minimum performance standards
• ii. is permissive about the way councils structure and operate their three-waters businesses

• The Government should consider also having backstop arrangements to deal with councils that fail
to lift performance sufficiently to meet minimum health and environmental performance standards
• Financial assistance to communities will likely be needed to assist deprived communities meet
minimum health and environmental standards. The assistance needs to be designed to avoid
rewarding past inaction and instead reward action for sustainably lifting the performance of water
providers to these communities

C4LD – Organisation Design

C4LD – WORKING WITH MANA WHENUA
• All our members value the importance of developing strong and meaningful partnerships with
Iwi Māori for the future of 3 Waters
BUT
• The Government’s ‘one size fits all’ model does not reflect local realities and communities of
interest and, importantly, iwi and hapū rohe and areas of interest.
• We believe any arrangements will be more effective if they reflect common local interests,
decision-making and build on existing relationships.
• We actively seek to initiate authentic discussions with mana whenua at a local level that
consider co-design and partnership arrangements that acknowledge and enable Te Tiriti based
pathways at a local and regional level.
• We seek a pause so we can have more time to work on a way forward that works for everyone.

C4LD – REGULATORY BACKSTOP
• To assist with creating a strong incentive on asset owners to improve outcomes, Communities 4
Local Democracy agree with the Productivity Commission’s recommendation to include in the
legislative framework a “regulatory backstop” provision
• A regulatory backstop provision requires careful design to take account of consenting and
construction timeframes BUT it would require certain outcomes to be achieved by a fixed point
in the future
• Failure to achieve the required outcomes would justify further Crown intervention (see for
example: former subpart 3 of Part 4A of Gas Act 1992)

C4LD – BALANCE SHEET SEPARATION
• Where financing requirements necessitate this, then NZ International Financial Reporting
Standard 10 delivers the required outcome provided no one council in a regional grouping
holds more than 50% of the shareholding in a combined entity
• An Auckland specific regime would require design as IFRS 10 would not work for Auckland
• Where a single council owned model applies, council would have to show a credible financing
strategy and if not, would need to move to join a larger collective

C4LD – FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO COMMUNITIES
• Two key aspects:
• Allocation mechanism
• Funding source

• • Allocation mechanism could be built on principles used to allocate financial assistance (FAR)
in transport (not suggesting that this involves Waka Kotahi in any funding allocation role)
• Allocation decisions should support best practice in service delivery
• Allocation regime should be supported by a Road Efficiency Group/One Network Framework
type regime for 3 Waters
• Funding could be built on a per connection charge across the country (C4LD has had limited
time to design more options but consider this an appropriate model with precedent in other
regimes)
• This is a form of cross-subsidisation but it is transparent to consumers and the funding pool is
spread nationally rather than regionally

C4LD – WATER EFFICIENCY GROUP
An owners organisation with a competency based board, funded by a levy on three water
connections responsible for:
1. Identifying and approving investment criteria and distribution of funding to three water
delivery agencies (identified by the criteria) as having challenges to meet regulatory standards in
a suitable timeframe or other reasons. Criteria could include:
• A high level of deprivation
• A static or declining population / commercial base which impacts on their ability to pay
• Condition of the network the timeframe needed to bring it up to a regulatory standards
• Support for tourism destinations with peak day pressures and a small number of water connections.
• Would potentially breach borrowing debt limits (LGFA or self improved)

2. Investing in programmes continuous improvement in governance/ management and sector
performance these would include activity asset management standards, meta data, procurement,
training and development, benchmarking

C4LD – Assessment Of Governments Proposal

C4LD – Assessment Of Governments Proposal

C4LD – 10 Point Plan

Better off Package
• $2 billion package has been pre-allocated to
Councils and is available in 2 tranches
• First $500m of Crown Funding available
from 01 July 2022
• Remaining $1.5b available from 01 July
2024
• Seeking proposals for first $500m from 01 April to
30 September 2022 with $2.79M available for WDC
• WDC total portion of Government support is
$11.2m to be spent on projects that support one or
more of the
three criteria >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

